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Abstract 

Based on an instantaneous analysis approach to the IEEE Std. 1459, the authors 

demonstrated in previous works that the effective apparent power should not be 

calculated including the rms neutral current and the rms line to line voltage terms. The 

use of these terms drives to expressions of power magnitudes that are overvaluated and 

disagree with well-accepted definitions. By using the instantaneous approach new 

power terms are proposed. Based on these terms, new power quality indices and new 

expressions of the unbalanced power terms are presented in this paper. An experimental 

case is used to compare the power magnitudes and power quality indices obtained with 

both approaches. Results demonstrate than the most significant power terms are over 

evaluated when IEEE Std. 1459 power definitions are used.  

 

Keywords: IEEE Std. 1459, Power Quality Indices, Unbalanced Power, effective 

voltage, and effective current. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

At present time, there is still not an universal consensus to quantify power in electrical 

systems. Power expressions are continuously improved obtaining more accurate 

expressions. The IEEE Std. 1459-2000 [1] presented a new power theory with an 

elegant decomposition of power terms. IEEE Std. 1459-2010 [2] was presented in 2010 

as its most recently version. IEEE Std. 1459 includes definitions for the measurement of 

electric power quantities under sinusoidal, non-sinusoidal, balanced or unbalanced 

conditions, being explained its main ideas in [3–5]. In respect of previous standard, 

IEEE Std. 1459 separates fundamental and harmonic power terms and includes a power 

term that quantifies the effects of fundamental voltage asymmetries and fundamental 

current unbalances as part of the non-efficient powers.  

Std. 1459 definitions are still under debate. A new resolution of the unbalance power 

(SU1) has been presented in [6] and [7]. SU1 decomposition presented in [7] follows a 

similar decomposition to the one used in the IEEE Std. 1459 for the non-fundamental 

effective apparent power (SeN). Works presenting redefinitions of the power magnitudes 

or novel power quality indices can be found in the literature [8–15]. In [16] the author 

disagrees with the definition of the non-fundamental power, stating that ―the definition 

of non-fundamental power S is flawed‖. In [17], some contradictions in useless active 

and reactive power were found when definitions of Ve and Ie included in the IEEE Std. 

1459 are used. In [18] (section 6.4), for the calculation of the effective current (Ie), the 

author suggests not to include the rms neutral current arguing that the rms currents (Ia, 

Ib, Ic, e In) cause the conductors’ heating, nevertheless, in overhead lines the heat 

transfer conditions for each line conductor is not affected by the currents flowing in the 
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neutral conductor. In [19], effective power factors (PFe=P/Se) larger than 1 were found 

when zero-sequence voltage components exist. One of the most significant standards, 

the DIN 40110-2: 2002-11 [20], defines the collective voltage (V∑) (effective voltage 

for IEEE Std. 1459) as a function of rms line to neutral voltages without including the 

rms line to line voltages. Following an instantaneous approach based on well-

established concepts used in IEEE Std. 1459, in [21] is proposed a new quantification of 

the unbalance power (SU1), while in [22] is proposed a new quantification of the non-

fundamental effective apparent power (SeN). The instantaneous power approach 

establishes a relationship between the instantaneous power flows, due to the different 

power terms, with the different power magnitudes that quantify the corresponding 

power terms. As a result of the instantaneous approach, new definitions of effective 

voltage (Ve) and current (Ie) are used to obtain the correct decomposition of all the 

power magnitudes defined in IEEE Std. 1459. 

The analysis of non-sinusoidal and unbalanced electrical systems is still under research, 

as is demonstrated by field works [23–27]. By using the new power terms obtained 

through the instantaneous approach, new power quality indices and a new definition of 

the unbalanced power terms are presented in this paper.  Also, an experimental case is 

analyzed using IEEE Std. 1459 power definitions and by mean of the instantaneous 

analysis approach to compare the power magnitudes and power quality indices obtained 

with both approaches. The results presented in this paper, complete the approach 

proposed by the authors in their previous works ([6], [7], [21], [22]).  

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, the instantaneous approach for 

the calculation of IEEE Std. 1459 power magnitudes [2] and unbalance power 

magnitudes [7] is summarized, based on new Ve and Ie definitions. In section 3, 
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according to voltage, current, and power definitions proposed in the paper, new power 

quality indices are presented to measure the electric power quality. In section 4 some 

experimental results are presented using the instantaneous approach, being compared 

with the values obtained using IEEE Std. 1459 definitions. In section 5, the paper 

concludes with a summary of the main benefits that the instantaneous approach 

provides. 

2. IEEE STD. 1459 POWER MAGNITUDES BY MEANS OF AN 

INSTANTANEOUS POWER APPROACH 

A proper power theory should be understood from a basic level, must directly relate the 

power magnitudes with phenomena in electrical systems providing physical 

interpretation, and must establish equations and models that provide an accurate 

quantification of electrical magnitudes. 

IEEE Std 1459 uses the instantaneous power expression in [1], p. 3, 4. In sections 

3.1.1.1-3.1.1.3 the instantaneous approach is used to determine active and reactive 

components in linear single-phase systems. In section 3.2.1.1 is used to establish that 

the sum of the three instantaneous powers is equal to the active power (P) when the 

three-phase system is sinusoidal (only contains fundamental components of the voltages 

and currents) and balanced. The instantaneous power approach in single-phase systems 

is necessarily used to define the power term that quantifies the reactive power. The 

instantaneous reactive power exists as a bidirectional power flow without an average 

value, being quantified by the peak value of the instantaneous reactive power. In three-

phase systems, the sum of the three single-phase instantaneous reactive powers yields to 

a nil power flow at any instant, which makes impossible to quantify this power terms by 

means of its average, as is done for the active power. 
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The instantaneous power approach used in the IEEE Std. 1459 was extended in [21,22] 

for unbalanced and non-linear three-phase systems. Three-phase power flows are 

analyzed in [21,22] finding three different situations: a) power flows that have an 

average value that permits its quantification, as the active power; b) power flows with a 

nil average value but with a sinusoidal variation that permit their quantifications by 

means of the peak value of the oscillation, as occurs with some of the power flows 

quantified by means of the unbalance power; c) power flows with a nil average value 

and a nil instantaneous value, that are quantified by means of the sum of amplitudes of 

the single-phase oscillations, as occurs with the reactive power. 

IEEE Std. 1459 resolution of Se, Ve and Ie are presented in [1] section 3.2.4.3 as follows: 
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IEEE Std. 1459 power quantities are obtained by the resolution of Se, Ve, and Ie into 

different terms. Well-accepted power magnitudes are defined using the corresponding 

rms voltage and current terms: fundamental apparent, active, and reactive positive-

sequence powers (S1
+
, P1

+
, and Q1

+
 respectively); harmonic active and reactive powers 

(PH and QH); and current distortion power, voltage distortion power, and harmonic 

apparent power (DeI, DeV, and SeH respectively). After the establishment of the effective 

power, new power magnitudes are defined by means of the subtraction of the previously 

defined power magnitudes. As an example, the unbalance power (SU1) and the non-

fundamental effective apparent power (SeN) are defined as follows: 
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The IEEE Std 1459 approach has no complete physical meaning, and some power terms 

are in disagreement when are operated following the instantaneous approach presented 

in [21,22]. As demonstrated in [17], if IEEE Std. 1459 fundamental voltage and current 

definitions (Ve1 and Ie1) are used, power magnitudes that include fundamental zero-

sequence components yield to expressions of active and reactive powers that disagree 

with IEEE Std. 1459 definitions. In [22], following a similar procedure, if IEEE Std. 

1459 non-fundamental voltage and current definitions (VeH and IeH) are used, power 

magnitudes that include same-order, non-fundamental, and zero-sequence components 

yield to expressions of harmonic active and reactive powers that are in disagreement 

with IEEE Std. 1459 definitions. The problems arise as a 2  factor that multiplies the 

harmonic active and reactive power definitions. According to [17,21,22] the 

instantaneous power approach provides full physical meaning and directly relates the 

power magnitudes with phenomena in electrical systems. The instantaneous power 

approach allows the correct quantification of the three-phase power flows, providing a 

power theory that can be simultaneously used for the development of improved 

measurement systems, engineering economic decisions, implementation of efficient 

active power compensators, and even detecting inefficient sources.  

Based on the instantaneous power approach developed for fundamental unbalance [21], 

and for non-fundamental [22] three-phase systems, this section presents a summary of 

the revised IEEE Std. 1459 electric power quantities under sinusoidal, non-sinusoidal, 

balanced or unbalanced conditions. As a novelty, IEEE Std. 1459 power magnitudes 

included in [2] and the unbalance power magnitudes defined in [7] are redefined here 

taking into account the instantaneous power approach. A three-phase four-wire 
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electrical system with a non-sinusoidal asymmetric supply and an unbalanced non-linear 

load is used in the paper to compare the power terms obtained by means of IEEE Std. 

1459 and the instantaneous approach. 

The instantaneous power approach starts from the definitions of the effective current 

(Ie#) and the effective voltage (Ve#) proposed by [22]. Following the same nomenclature 

used in [22], subscript ―#‖ denotes the magnitudes proposed by means of the 

instantaneous power approach. For a full physical meaning and following [20], Ie# is 

calculated without including the rms neutral current and Ve# is calculated without 

including the rms line to line voltages as follows: 
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With (6) and (7) a new expression of the effective apparent power (Se#) is obtained: 

222222
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Power magnitudes are detailed separately in the next subsections for unbalanced linear 

loads (Subsection 2.1) and for non-linear loads (Subsection 2.2).  

2.1 Fundamental power magnitudes in three-phase unbalanced systems 

In this case the three-phase fundamental supply line to neutral voltages are not equal 

(Va1≠Vb1≠Vc1). Ve# coincides with the fundamental effective voltage (Ve1#) because the 

supply voltage only contains fundamental components. Ve1# is calculated in terms of 

Va1, Vb1, and Vc1 as appears in (9). By means of the use of the symmetrical components, 

Ve1# is also calculated in (9) using the fundamental positive-, negative-, and zero-

sequence voltage components (V1
+
, V1

−
, and V1

0
 respectively): 
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The fundamental currents through the unbalanced linear load are not equal (Ia1≠Ib1≠Ic1 

and In10). In this case, Ie# coincides with the fundamental effective current (Ie1#). Ie1# is 

resolved in terms of Ia1, Ib1, and Ic1 as appears in (10). By means of the use of the 

symmetrical components, Ie1# is also calculated in (10) using the fundamental positive-, 

negative-, and zero-sequence current components (I1
+
, I1

−
, and I1

0
 respectively): 
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In this case, Se# corresponds to the fundamental effective apparent power (Se1#), 

calculated as follows: 

#1#1#1# 3 eeee IVSS   (11) 

The fundamental positive-sequence apparent power (S1
+
), active power (P1

+
), and 

reactive power (Q1
+
) coincide with the expressions defined in the IEEE Std. 1459: 
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According to [1], P1
+
 is the unique power term related to the energy delivery from the 

generator to the load. Due to that, V1
+
 and the fundamental positive-sequence active 

current (I1
+_a

=I1
+
cosθ1

+
) are considered efficient and related to the useful transfer of 

energy. 

The unbalance current (IU1#) is calculated in (13) by means of Ie1# and I1
+
. IU1# can be 

expressed in terms of the symmetrical components as follows: 
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The unbalance voltage (VU1#) is calculated in (14) by means of Ve1# and V1
+
. VU1# can be 

expressed in terms of the symmetrical components as follows: 
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The unbalance power (SU1#) is calculated in (15) by means of Se1# and S1
+
. Following 

[7], SU1# can be resolved into the voltage unbalance power (SU1V), the current unbalance 

power (SU1I), and the unbalance apparent power (SU1U) as follows: 
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SU1V# quantifies the power caused by voltage asymmetries, SU1I# quantifies the power 

caused by current unbalances, and SU1U# quantifies the power caused for both 

asymmetric voltages and unbalanced currents. Using the proposed expressions for VU1# 

and IU1#, the power terms SU1V#, SU1I#, and SU1U# are calculated by means of the 

instantaneous approach as follows: 
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When compared with the magnitudes defined in [7], this new resolution of SU1# leads to 

lower values for the terms SU1I# and SU1U#, resulting in an overall reduction of SU1#. With 

the use of the proposed Ie1# and Ve1#, the fundamental power magnitudes are properly 

quantified. Also an extended resolution of the unbalance power is proposed, 

distinguishing between terms produced by voltage asymmetries or current unbalances. 

In [21] can be found the instantaneous analysis of the power flows and is demonstrated 

that using IEEE Std. 1459 some well-known power terms do not agree with their 

definition. 

2.2  Power magnitudes in a three-phase non-sinusoidal and unbalanced system 

In this case the supply voltages, including fundamental and harmonic components, are 
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connected to an unbalanced non-linear load that demands fundamental and harmonic 

currents. Ve# is divided into Ve1#
 
and the non-fundamental effective voltage (VeH#) as 

follows: 

2
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Ve1# is defined in (9). VeH#, by means of (7), is expressed as a function of the non-

fundamental rms voltages from line to neutral as follows: 
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Following the same approach for the currents, Ie# is resolved into Ie1# and the non-

fundamental effective current (IeH#) as follows: 
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Ie1# is defined in (10). IeH#, by means of (6), is expressed as a function of the non-

fundamental rms phase currents as follows: 
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Using the new expressions for effective voltages and currents (9), (10), (19), (21), the 

non-fundamental effective apparent power (SeN#) is resolved in three terms as follows: 
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where DeI# is the current distortion power (24), DeV# is the voltage distortion power (25), 

and SeH# (26) is the harmonic apparent power. SeH# is resolved into PH and the harmonic 

distortion power (DeH#). 
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PH and the harmonic reactive power (QH), included into DeH#, are defined as in the IEEE 
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Std. 1459: 
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With the use of the proposed VeH# and IeH#, the power magnitudes are not undervalued 

or overvalued. Also PH and QH, are in agreement with the expressions defined in the 

IEEE Std. 1459. In [22] can be found the instantaneous analysis of the power flows and 

is demonstrated that using IEEE Std. 1459 some well-known power terms do not agree 

with their correct definition. 

3. NEW POWER QUALITY INDICES UNDER THE INSTANTANEOUS 

APPROACH 

In order to improve the measurement of the electric power quality in electric 

installations, some IEEE Std. 1459 power quality indices are modified using the 

definitions proposed in the paper. A merit factor should compare inefficient magnitudes 

(magnitudes related to current and voltage phase shift, unbalance, and distortion) with 

useful magnitudes. 

The proposed equivalent total harmonic distortion for voltage (THDeV#) and current 

(THDeI#) must be defined in respect of the voltage and current terms that appear in the 

single one useful active power: P1
+
 [2]. Both terms are defined as follows: 
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Factors THDeV# and THDeI# quantify the harmonic distortion of voltage and current 

waves respectively. THDeV# is defined as the ratio between VeH# (voltage term related to 
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distorted voltage waves) and V1
+
 (useful voltage). THDeI# is defined as the ratio between 

IeH# (current term related to distorted current waves) and I1
+_a

 (the useful current 

component related to P1
+
). 

The total voltage unbalance factor (TUV) quantifies the voltage asymmetries. The total 

current unbalance factor (TUI) quantifies the current unbalances. TUV and TUI were 

defined in [6] and now are redefined as follows: 
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The effective power factor (PFe#) is redefined in (33). PFe# quantify the power quality in 

electrical systems, comparing the unique power that represent the useful transfer of 

power (P1
+
) [2] with the global power demanded by loads (Se#).: 
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1
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e
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  (33) 

The proposed power magnitudes and power quality indices are useful for revenue 

purposes, engineering economic decisions, determination of the pollution source, and 

active compensators sizing. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed resolution is applied to an experimental case where a symmetric and 

fundamental power supply is applied to an unbalanced and nonlinear load. Fig. 1 (left) 

shows the phase to neutral supply voltage waveforms (va_s, vb_s, vc_s) applied into load 

terminals. A comparison is performed between the different electrical magnitudes and 

power quality indices following the IEEE Std. 1459 and the instantaneous power 

approach. During the tests, the load rms fundamental line to neutral voltages (Va1, Vb1, 
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and Vc1) are balanced and approximately equal to 125 V. Some voltage distortion is 

measured in the experimental tests due to power network normal conditions 

(THDeV=1.97%). 

The load used in the test is implemented using an unbalanced linear load in parallel with 

a balanced three-phase non-linear load. Fig. 1 (right) shows the load current waveforms 

(phases a-b-c and neutral from top to bottom). The waveforms are captured with a 

Lecroy Wavejet 324 oscilloscope. The balanced per-phase non-linear load is built using 

a single-phase uncontrolled rectifier with an LC filter and a resistive load (L=5.0 mH, 

C=2.2 mF, R=100 ). The unbalanced linear load is connected from phase terminals (a-

b-c) to neutral wire (n) and has the following values: 

 Za load = (Ra load = 65.9  // La load = 67.2 mH). 

 Zb load = Lc load = 67.2 mH. 

 Zc load = Lc load = 69.7 mH. 

sav _ sbv _ scv _

loadai _

loadbi _

loadci _

loadni _

 

Fig. 1 Experimental supply voltages (left) and currents (right). 

Table 1 shows a comparison between the voltages, currents, power magnitudes, and 

power quality indices in the load under IEEE Std. 1459 approach and under the 

instantaneous approach proposed in the paper. Some magnitudes give the same value 

under both approaches and magnitudes not defined in IEEE Std. 1459 include the label 

n.d. in the corresponding cell. 
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Table 1: Experimental voltages, currents, power magnitudes, and power quality indices 

in the load. 

Ve=127.19 V Ve1=127.15 V VeH=2.50 V VU1= n.d. 

Ve#=127.20 V Ve1#=127.16 V VeH#=2.92 V VU1#= 1.66 V 

Ie= 4.87 A Ie1=3.76 A IeH=3.10 A IU1=n.d. 

Ie#= 4.01 A Ie1#=3.64 A IEh#=1.68 A IU1#=0.83. 

S1
+
 = 1350.33 VA P1

+
 = 1063.50W Q1

+
 = 1350.33 var 

Se=1859.54 VA Se1 =1434.37 VA SeN =1183.40 VA SeH =23.29 VA DeI =1182.84 VA 

Se# = 1529.46 VA Se1# =1387.62 VA SeN# =643.23 VA SeH# =14.73 VA DeI# =642.27 VA 

DeV =28.24 VA SU1 =483.76 VA THDeI = 82.46% THDeV =1.97% 

DeV# =31.81 VA SU1# =319.52 VA THDeI# = 46.29% THDeV# =2.29% 

The effective voltages (Ve, Ve1, VeH) are defined in the IEEE Std. 1459 as a function of 

the rms line to neutral voltages and the rms line to line voltages. Due to rms line to line 

voltages do not include the zero-sequence voltage components, IEEE Std. 1459 terms 

(Ve, Ve1, VeH) are undervalued respect to the proposed effective voltages (Ve#, Ve1#, VeH#). 

The small differences in the case under analysis are explained because the 

measurements are done in the real power network available in our laboratories. It 

includes with very low voltage harmonic components (quantified by VeH) and 

asymmetries (quantified by VU1#). 

The values of the proposed effective currents (Ie#, Ie1#, IeH#) are lower than the IEEE Std. 

1459 effective currents (Ie, Ie1, IeH). Ie, Ie1, IeH are defined as a function of the phase and 

neutral rms currents and the inclusion of the rms neutral current causes an overvaluation 

of 21.6% for Ie, a 3.4% for Ie1, and an 84.2% for IeH, in relation to Ie#, Ie1#, IeH# 

respectively. 

Undervalued voltages and overvalued currents cause, in the case under analysis, the 

overvaluation of Se (21.6%), Se1 (3.4%), SeN (84.0%), SeH (58.1%), DeI (84.2%), SU1 
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(51.4%), and THDeI (78.1%). The power DeV (11.2%) and the distortion THDeV 

(14%) are undervalued due to their dependence on VeH. The undervaluation is 

represented with the minus sign. 

Table 2 shows a comparison between the voltages, currents, power magnitudes, and 

power quality indices in the system under the approach proposed in [21] (following 

IEEE Std. 1459 decomposition of power terms) and under the instantaneous approach, 

first proposed in [22]. 

Table 2: Unbalance voltages, currents, power magnitudes, and power quality indices in 

the load. 

VU1 = 1.31 V IU1 = 1.26 A SU1 = 483.76 VA 

VU1# = 1.67 V IU1# = 0.84 A SU1 = 319.52 VA 

SU1U = 4.99 VA SU1I = 483.54 VA SU1V = 13.94 VA 

SU1U# = 4.18 VA SU1I# = 319.01 VA SU1V# = 17.69 VA 

TUI = 45.49 % TUV = 1.03 % PFe = n.d. 

TUI# = 30.01 % TUV# = 1.31 % PFe# = 0.69 

The unbalance approach proposed by [21] yields to expressions of VU1 undervalued 

(21.5%) and IU1 overvalued (50%). In this case, SU1 (51.4%), SU1U (19.4%), and SU1I 

(51.6%) are overvalued while SU1V (21.2%) is undervalued, always when are compared 

with their corresponding values under the instantaneous approach. 

It seems that values of TUI and TUV do not follow the criterion that IEEE Std. 1459 

terms related to voltages are undervalued while terms related to currents are overvalued. 

It is due to TUI and TUV are defined in the instantaneous approach using different 

current and voltage terms. TUI proposed in [7] compares IU1 with Ie1, while TUI# 

compares IU1# with I1
+_a

. With the proposed definition TUI# results lower than TUI in 

this case. Ie1, must not be used in the calculation of TUI due to Ie1 is including I1
−
 and I1

0
, 

terms that are related to the current unbalance. A similar consideration can be done for 
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TUV. TUV proposed in [7] compares VU1 with Ve1, while TUV# compares VU1# with V1
+
, 

resulting in values of TUV smaller than the obtained for TUV#. Ve1, must not be used in 

the calculation of TUV due to Ve1 is including V1
−
 and V1

0
, terms that are related to the 

voltage asymmetries.  

The value of TUI is higher than the value of TUV, both defined in [21]. The value of 

TUI# is also higher than the value of TUV#. Both approaches indicate that the 

fundamental current unbalance is larger than the fundamental voltage asymmetry. The 

factor PFe# is less than 1, indicating the presence of useless powers in the electrical 

system. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes new expressions of effective voltage (Ve#) and effective current 

(Ie#) that are determined by means of the analysis of instantaneous power flows in 

electrical systems. In comparison with IEEE Std. 1459, Ve# is defined without including 

rms line to line voltages and Ie# is defined without including the neutral current. By 

means of the new expressions of Ve# and Ie#, several power magnitudes included in the 

IEEE Std. 1459 have been redefined. Also power terms included in the latest 

decomposition of the unbalance power are redefined following the instantaneous 

approach. 

The correct quantification of power magnitudes is mandatory for revenue purposes, 

where the final users have to pay overcharges for the non-efficient power terms that are 

present in their installations. Also the correct quantification of power magnitudes has 

effect in the sizing of the active power compensator that can reduce or eliminate the 

non-efficient power terms demanded in an installation.  

An experimental case is analyzed using IEEE Std. 1459 power definitions and by mean 
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of the instantaneous analysis approach summarized in this paper. Results demonstrate 

than the most significant power terms are overvaluated when IEEE Std. 1459 power 

definitions are used. Also new unbalance power definitions (SU1V, SU1I, SU1U) are 

included in the study. 

The IEEE Std. 1459 effective voltages (Ve, Ve1, VeH) are undervalued due to include in 

their expressions line to line voltages, while the IEEE Std. 1459 effective currents (Ie, 

Ie1, IeH) are overvalued due to include in their expressions the neutral current. The power 

magnitudes that depend on effective currents are overvalued and the power magnitudes 

that depend on effective voltage are undervalued. 

The use of the proposed Ve# and Ie# provides the right quantification of all the power 

magnitudes that exist in electric power systems under sinusoidal, non-sinusoidal, 

balanced or unbalanced conditions. The proposed power quality indices compare 

inefficient magnitudes with useful magnitudes permitting the proper power quality 

evaluation in power networks.  

The definitions of IEEE Std. 1459 following the proposed instantaneous approach can 

provide a simultaneous common base for revenue purposes, evaluation of electric 

energy quality, engineering economic decisions, determination of major harmonic 

polluters, and design of mitigation equipment such as active compensators. 
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7. ANNEX  

The load voltages and currents components are included in the following tables. 

These values have been used for the calculation of the voltage, current, and power terms 

included in tables 1 and 2. The calculations have done using the method described in 

[28]. The origin of angles is V1
+
 in phase a. 

Table 3: Voltages (V), currents (A), and THDs (%) obtained in the load terminals. 

46.125aV  44.1251 aV  49.2aHV  95.1VaTHC  
82.126bV  78.1261 bV  24.3bHV  56.2VbTHC  
26.129cV  23.1291 cV  00.3cHV  32.2VcTHC  
82.218abV  79.2181 abV  60.3abHV  65.1VabTHC  
95.220bcV  92.2201 bcV  24.3bcHV  47.1VbcTHC  
85.220caV  82.2201 caV  59.3caHV  63.1VcaTHC  

83.4aI  52.41 aI  70.1aHI  61.37IaTHC  
54.3bI  14.31 bI  64.1bHI  23.52IbTHC  
52.3cI  08.31 cI  71.1cHI  52.55IcTHC  
80.4nI  65.11 nI  51.4nHI  33.273InTHC  

 

Table 4: Fundamental and first harmonic components of the load voltages (V) and 

currents (A) (magnitude and phase-shift) 

h Phase A Phase B Phase C Neutral 

1 
º62.2852.4

º044.125

1

1





AI

VV

a

a

 º18.16614.3

º35.12078.126

1

1





AI

VV

b

b

 º65.28308.3

º74.23923.129

1

1





AI

VV

c

c

 

º59.265.11  AIn  

3 
º58.10053.1

º93.2663.1

3

3





AI

VV

a

a

 º69.9245.1

º47.3651.2

3

3





AI

VV

b

b

 º56.9753.1

º04.5429.2

3

3





AI

VV

c

c

 º15.55.43  AIn  

5 
º90.21168.0

º05.10966.1

5

5





AI

VV

a

a

 º24.4169.0

º15.23883.1

5

5





AI

VV

b

b

 º21.8873.0

º77.1582.1

5

5





AI

VV

c

c

 º54.15509.05  AIn  

7 
º28.8224.0

º83.25845.0

7

7





AI

VV

a

a

 º16.14329.0

º05.19759.0

7

7





AI

VV

b

b

 º00.3926.0

º58.8823.0

7

7





AI

VV

c

c

 º72.309.07  AIn  

9 
º54.1019.0

º14.19460.0

9

9





AI

VV

a

a

 º56.2721.0

º51.18376.0

9

9





AI

VV

b

b

 º98.1520.0

º62.18476.0

9

9





AI

VV

c

c

 º43.10959.01  AIc  

The symmetrical components for the case under analysis are the following:  

I1
+
 = 3.54 A I1

−
 = 0.63 A I1

0
 = 0.55 A 

V1
+
 = 127.15 V V1

−
 = 0.82 V V1

0
 = 1.45 V 
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